Teston Club Committee Meeting Minutes
Minutes of the meeting held in the club on 6th September 2010.
PRESENT:P. Bond (Acting Chair) (PB), R. Harker (Treas) (RH), K. Worcester (Sec) (KW),
R. Thornton (RT), T. Vince (TV), S. Worcester (SW), T. Smith (TS) ,
K. Loughlin (KL)

Apologies for absence: None
ADOPTION OF PREVIOUS MINUTES:The previous minutes were accepted and duly signed as a true record.

1

Subject
Any Matters Arising
A lot of members are requesting that the curtains are kept and a member
of the club has offered to make some curtains for us. It was agreed that
we will need new curtain poles but the cost of new blind would be more
than this. It was agreed that we will buy new poles and keep the old
curtains.
Phil advised that there has been no response about the Monday night
snooker players. Phil will send email to them to confirm they are no longer
interested.
Steve got a quote for the Polo shirts, but he advised it depends on what
we require, as prices vary from place to place. It was suggested that
Steve get some trial ones for the Bar Staff to wear and see what kind of
interest this attracts.

2

Action

RT

PB

SW

Trevor has done a sample of the new signing in sheet and it was agreed
to implement this new format in the signing in book. It was also reiterated
that it is the responsibility of club members to sign in their guests.

TV

It was also requested that the minutes be reformatted to include a column
for action and initials of the person responsible for this action.
Correspondence
Correspondence was received from club members with regards to the
curtains, as discussed above.

KW

A letter was received from one of the club members regarding the Beer
we are selling. It was agreed that we should get someone in to look at the
temperature of the beer and to ensure the appropriate displays are readily
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3.

4.

5.

6.

available to all bar staff. Phil will send a letter in response
New Members
There were 2 new members for this month: A Rehfeuter and Andrew
Wheddon.
Finance
Bob advised we are still doing well on the bar and the lottery machines
are still doing ok. However, it is likely that we may have to lose the fruit
machine at the end of the year. He also advised that the bar prices are
correct according to our margins and remain competitive.
Bar
The late night opening for the cricket players is shortly due to come to an
end. However, George is still willing to continue the late opening until
approx 9pm on a Sunday. This was gratefully accepted. Phil will do some
new posters to advertise the agreed opening times.
Terry reiterated that we do still need more volunteer bar staff, so anyone
who is willing to give up some of their time to work behind the bar would
be really appreciated.
House
It was agreed that a work party will be put together this month to help with
repairing the paths to the lounge and games bars, which is likely to be on
25th September.
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It was also raised that key holders need to be revised. Rod will advise the
security alarm company.

7.

8.

9.

Steve advised that there has been a bad smell coming from the men’s
urinals over the last couple of evenings. Rod will have a look into this to
see if he can find a reason for the smell and he will also get a door
shutter.
Entertainments
A meeting has been held and the entertainments have been sorted out
and a new list or entertainments has been distributed.
Club Games
It was agreed that an Autumn snooker competition will be held. Details to
follow.
Any Other Business
Thanks went to Cate Whitlock and Sue Garrod for entering a flower
arrangement into the flower festival on behalf of the club.

There being no other business the meeting was closed at 9:25pm.

P. Bond, Acting Chairman ……………………………………………….
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